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To save his family from his tyrannical mother, Julius had to step on a lot of tails. That doesnâ€™t win

a Nice Dragon many friends, but just when he thinks heâ€™s starting to make progress, a new

threat arrives. Turns out, things can get worse. Heartstriker hasnâ€™t begun to pay for its secrets,

and the dragons of China are here to collect. When the Golden Emperor demands his surrender,

Julius will have to choose between loyalty to the sister who's always watched over him and

preserving the clan he gave everything to protect.
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5.5 stars!I read this book the moment I finished [book:No Good Dragon Goes

Unpunished|26116636], and it turned out absolutely delightful. I really love adorable, painful love

stories with earned HEAs. This book had two, both were incredibly touching and honey-like sweet.

Julius continues to be brilliant; and so does Marci in this one. I think when Bethesda will get over her

spoiled princes offences, she will eventually realize Julius is the most draconic of her children. I



think I would have like to read some sequel set in distant future featuring mature charismatic old

dragon which Julius will become one day, alongside with Marci the most powerful Merlin

mageÃ¢Â€Â¦Anyway, I adored Julius/Chelsie parts, but I liked Marci side of the story too. The magic

system Rachel Aaron developed is amazing and undeniably unique.I love how deep and

dimensional all the side characters in the book. They make the story so vibrant and colorful. The

author brilliantly deals with grey shades of human/dragon personalities. The end show-down left me

craving the next book, which I just canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to get. I hope it will be less than yearÃ¢Â€Â¦

I eagerly await each new installment in this series and Rachel Aaron did not disappoint in "A Dragon

of a Different Color". Plot points that were alluded to in the previous book were revealed, while still

leaving plenty of questions to be answered in the next book. The next book is going to be epic and i

can't wait for it to come out.

I love this series and with all that happened in this book it seems like I should be giving it a solid 4-5

stars. But I found myself skimming over just too many magic details to get to the terrific character

updates and surprises. So I struggled with giving it a 3 or star rating. Still solid writing and intriguing

characters but, again, just at times I was feeling a bit antsy. Still really looking forward to book 5,

and I wouldn't have wanted to miss some of the really cool surprises in this one.

I thought this was the best book by far. Without any spoilers, I can say that we get real insight into

the workings of the world, and the worldbuilding REALLY gets turned up. The story is much, much

bigger now than it was back in book 1, or even book 2. That gets applause from this happy reader!I

LOVE Marci's relationship with Ghost. I'm quite fond of Ghost, actually. I love the direction that is

going.I just really want to applaud the author for the thought that went into mortal spirits in this book.

LOVED. IT. Personally, I felt that the commentary on mortal spirits in this book is the best gem to

come out of the whole series. Really imaginative and clever food for thought. I can't wait to see

where that whole thing goes next!

Well, I must say... Rachel, you've done it again. Your imagination has impressed me again. You've

written another wonderful story that just immerses the reader into a very well thought out world of

magic and dragons.Your urban fantasy with spirits, dragons, and humans with their strengths, faults

and individual personalities really draws the reader into the story.Thank you for sharing your

beautiful imagination.Until the next chapter...Thomas



This was hands down the best fourth book in a five book series ever! All kinds of big unknowns

generously answered and resolved, while still leaving enough huge questions for the last book to

answer. I actually considered waiting until the last one came out so I wouldn't have to wait out

another cliff hanger, but am glad I took the plunge now. Love this series! Looking forward to book

five and holding my breath.

This book was amazing! I've been reading this series since Rachel Aaron published it. It's the most

unique world. It's fantasy, urban fantasy, and a dash of romance.And I don't know what Bob is

planning, but I have my fingers crossed for him. And I wish the Black Reach was a dragon we could

get to know more, I really came to like him in this book.

There has been a long wait for this book in the series. We now find out some more of the back

stories of Julius's family. We have a couple of twists and out of body/near death experiences, oh

and a big finale, leaving us needing to finish everything in book 5.
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